
ORGANISATION STRUCTURE BUSINESS PLAN

The Organization and Management section of your business plan summarizes the information about your business'
organizational structure, business members' .

Staff members are advisors. This organizational structure example changes all the time. Project-Based
Structure If your business engages in projects that differ from client to client and from project brief to project
brief, being able to assemble the right team for the job is helpful. And show what staff you plan to recruit. For
Dummies: The Podcast. Cristina Brito is currently working as a consultant on many issues facing the
establishment of The Watertower's start-up. You might even have a virtual assistant whose job it is to work
with your other freelancers. Nicolas Godebert and Cristina Brito are under heavy consideration. The
disadvantage lies in its rigidity and the length of time needed for information to flow through the organization.
In the early stages of a business, you may not even think about employing staff. Of course, you also
completely benefit from the profits. Consider the saga of one of the biggest online health information and
management companies. Individuals reading your business plan will want to see answers to important
questions including who does what in your business, what their backgrounds are, why you are bringing them
into the business as board members or employees, and what they are responsible for. Over time, the structure
may grow and change and you can certainly keep tweaking it as you go along, but you need to have an initial
plan. What kind of salary and benefits package do you have for your people? However, you might be setting
up a business in which you have clear idea from the outset of the staff you need â€” or at least the jobs that
will need doing. This section will spell out the compensation for management team members, such as salary,
benefits and any profit-sharing you might be offering. How about promotions? No problem. Create your own
business plan 6. Will staff be part-time, commission-only or full-time? We recommend using LivePlan as the
easiest way to create automatic financials for your own business plan. The Management Team This section
highlights what you and the others involved in the running of your business brings to the table. Have you
incorporated your business? Patton received his law degree from the University of Georgia in and his
undergraduate degree from Emory University in  And remember: An organization is a living thing that
changes with business circumstances. The principal, however, is exactly the same. You want your readers to
feel like your top staff complements you and supplements your own particular skill set.


